ABSTRACT. Let k > 2 be an integer. Let E k (N) be the number of natural numbers not exceeding N which are not the sum of a prime and a &-th power of a natural number.
1. Introduction. Let k > 2 be a fixed integer and/? denote a prime number. One expects that a sufficiently large integer n can be written as (1) n=p + m k with a positive integer m whenever the polynomial x* -n is irreducible over Q. If UJ denotes the smallest prime dividing k it can be shown that there are about TV 1 l w positive integers n < N for which x* -n is reducible, see e.g. the Appendix in Zaccagnini's survey paper [12] . Writing E k (N) for the number ofn<N with (1) insoluble we then expect Ek(N) to be quite small compared to N. An estimate of the shape (2) E k (N)^kN l -W with some 8(k) > 0 has been obtained independently by Briinner, Perelli and Pintz [2] and A. I. Vinogradov [10] when k -2, and by Zaccagnini [11] in the general case. Assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH), the Hardy-Littlewood method coupled with Weyl's inequality gives ( 
3) E k {N)^K t N x~^
with K = 2 k~\ see Mikawa [5] when k = 2 and Perelli and Zaccagnini [6] in the general case. When k is larger, Weyl's inequality can be replaced by I. M. Vinogradov's estimates. Still under GRH, this yields (4) E k (N)<£ k N l~^ with some suitable c > 0. This was observed by Perelli and Zaccagnini [6] . The aim of this paper is to improve on (4). To assess the strength of this bound it may be worth pointing out that an estimate of the form Ek(N) <CiV 1-i appears to be the limit of current circle method technology, even if one assumes that all relevant exponential sums can be estimated or approximated with error not exceeding the square root of their length (we do not know how to do this, even under GRH). Our proof of Theorem 1 is based on two principal sources. A "pruning method" based on Ramanujan sums allows for an enormously larger set of major arcs than would be expected in the presence of a A>th power. The other idea is the use of a mean value theorem which we describe in more detail in the next section.
Some but not all of our techniques carry over to the related problem of representing integers in the form/?i +p\ with primes/?/. THEOREM 2. Let ^4 denote the set of all natural numbers n such that n = a+b k mod q has solutions in reduced residues a, b modq,for any positive integer q. LetDk{N) be the number of all n < N, n G ty which cannot be written as n = p\ +p%. Then, assuming GRH, for some absolute constant c > 0.
Routine arguments show that 9\ has positive density, so that indeed the bound in Theorem 2 is non-trivial.
Our notation is standard and can be understood from the context. We sometimes use JC ~ X as a shorthand for X < x < IX. Statements involving e are true for any e > 0, occasionally implicit constants may depend on e. Note that this allows us to rewrite an estimate A <^X logXas A <C X, for example.
2.
A mean value estimate. The results of this section are independent of GRH. Let k > 3 be fixed. Let %o(P) = {p :p ~ P}. Then define sequences J%t(P) by
There is also an explicit description of %t{P) when t > 1. Indeed this is the sequence of all products pop\ '-p t with
In particular there are certain constants c, c' depending only on t and k such that for any Po-"Pt £ %t{P) one has
where 9 = 1 -\. The numbers 6 l /k and Q l are all distinct so that for P sufficiently large (in terms of t and k) the ranges for the pj are distinct.
In the opposite direction we remark that one can also find constants 0 < Q < c\ such that for any primes/?o, • • •,Pt with/?/ = -1 (mod k) (0 < / < / -1) and
solutions of wirt *,-G ^(P),^/ G J^(P). 77*e« PROOF. The lemma is trivial when t = 0 or s = 1. We now use induction on s + t. In doing so we may suppose that t > 1, s > 2. Any x G %t(P) can be written uniquely as x -pr with p ~ P x l k ,p = -1 (mod £), r G ^t_i (P// 7 ) so that 4(P, 5,0 equals the number of solutions to
For a given value of/?i and w satisfying 1 < u < 2s let J(p\, w) be the number of solutions of (8), (9) with the value ofp\ prescribed, and with exactly u of they G {1,2,..., 2s} satisfying pj -p\. Then where here and laterp\ is restricted as in (9). For some u we must have Now suppose that 1 < u < s -2. For a givenp\ let
Position thew -1 indices in {2,3,... ,2s} with/?, = /?i,and write the number of solutions of (8), (9) with one such choice of positioning as an integral to see that
By Holder's inequality,
By considering the underlying diophantine equations,
and K(p\) does not exceed the number of solutions of
By (11) we have x\ = x\ (mod/?*). Since p\ = -1 (mod k) this gives x\ = xi (mod p\). However, |jti -X2I < ^ and/?f > P, so that JCI = *2-This shows
Collecting together we deduce that
From the induction hypothesis and P 0 <C P//?i C^we find that /*(/>, S, 0 <C P^ where
The largest value occurs when u = 1 in which case /J, = 2s -k+k0 s +k0 t . This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
The knowledgeable reader will have noticed that Lemma 1 as well as its proof have a strong affinity to work of Heath-Brown [3] which in turn derives from Karatsuba [4] . However, there is one significant difference to the earlier versions. The range for p t is rather long provided t is small. Heath-Brown does not have such large primes available, but it is this long range which makes it easy to use the Riemann Hypothesis in an efficient way as will be more apparent in the next section.
3. The circle method: proof of Theorem 1. As a precursor to the circle method work we examine the exponential sums
The results we need are fairly standard so we will be brief but we shall also fix notation for later use. Let x be a Dirichlet character (modg), and put
(13) S x (q,a) = j:x(b)e(-);
if X = Xo is the principal character we write
If q = q\q2 with coprime q\,qi, we have \( n ) = X\{ n )Xi{ n ) with suitable characters Xj modulo qj. In (13) we write b = b\qj + £2^1 with bj mod qj and then deduce the multiplication formula
We also write (16) V^ = I P <orf)*(-We base our work on the readily verified formula
valid when (a,q)= 1. Take k = 1 and (3 = 0, and note that S\(q, a) = n(q). Separate the principal character in (17), and evaluate the sum over/? based on the Riemann Hypothesis for the Riemann zeta function. If \ is non-principal then S x (q, a) is a Gauss sum whence \S x (q, a)\ < y/q. The sums over/? can be bounded based on GRH. We then have
>i(;)-ih°WS*wtf).
By a standard partial summation we obtain LEMMA 2. Assume GRH. Let {a, q) = 1. Then
Now suppose that k > 2. When # is prime with # / A: and (a, #) = 1 we have |iS x (g,a)| < ky/q. This follows from Weil's estimates when \ is non-principal (see Schmidt [7] , Theorem 2G), and from Lemma 4.3 of Vaughan [8] when \ is principal. Equation (15) We are now in a position to begin our circle method approach to Theorem 1. Note that Theorem 1 is weaker than (3) for k < 6. Therefore we may assume that k > 7.
There is an unconventional bifurcation in the argument right at the beginning. Let
As k is fixed, (B^k) is non-empty only for finitely many d. Let N be large, and write
Then put here t G N will be chosen later, and the ranges for the primes in the sum defining F^(a) are determined by (5) . For a d with *B d (k) non-empty we consider
Note that r d (n) counts solutions ofp + (dxf = n with a certain weight, and with/? ~ N, x G -^(P). In particular, r d {n) > 0 implies that (1) has a solution. We shall show that
This suffices to establish Theorem 1.
In the sequel we shall concentrate on the case d = 1 and indicate the simple changes required for other values of d at a later stage. Let 1 < U < y/N, and define ®u(q, a) = {a : \qa -a\ < UN~l}.
We write fft(U) for the union of all ®u(q, a) with 1 < a < q < U 9 (q, a) = 1. Now let R, Q be parameters to be chosen later, with Our first goal is a mean square estimate for r{n, m). By Lemma 2 and partial integration, 
We can cover Wl \ 31 by 0(logAO sets £(2L0 \ $$(U) with # < U < Q. By Bessel's inequality and the previous estimate, 
It remains to evaluate R*(n). All the relevant information is contained in the next lemma the proof of which is postponed to the next sections. We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1. By (24), (25), (27) and (29),
YshW-R^ntf^ltN^Z
Hence, the number of n G [37V, 47V) with where u(q) is the number of different prime factors of q, and (#, r, n) is the greatest common divisor of q, r and n. We can now replace l(n,X/{qN)) with/(«, oo) in (33). Indeed, by standard estimates,
By (37) and crude estimates, the total error of inserting /(«, oo) in place of l(n,X/(qN)) in (33) does not exceed « £ E E^TT^ < P/^'i t+2 « PL 2 " 2 '"*.
This shows
In the next step we replace H*(q, r, n) with H*(q,«), by brute force. By (34) and (37) say, where
We estimate S2 by Rankin's method. By (37) one has
To treat Si we introduce the number p(n,p) of solutions of the congruence m k = n (mod p) and note that , _ / p(n,P) i f P ¥*> If (r, n) > 1 then E(r, n) -0. Therefore we may drop the condition (r, n) = 1 in (49). Let 8 > 0 be small. By (47) and (48) say; here iW _<5 < Fi < Ko < F correspond to a pair (J, m) where the maximum occurs. Now we may proceed exactly as in Section 4 of Perelli and Zaccagnini [6] since Si has a very similar shape to that of the quantity S\ in Perelli and Zaccagnini [6] , the only difference being a factor <j>(r)/r (and a slightly different range of summation) which clearly causes no problems. Hence we get 
